Collaboratively envisioning and creating an intentional culture of innovation and learning, with shared goals that engage the community and motivate leaders, educators, and all stakeholders to plan and lead change.

Imagine an education system where leaders and educators operate autonomously by a clear vision and transformational goals, driven by policy—without surprises. Stakeholders are proactive, informed, and prepared to answer any problem life throws at them.

A system where educators and learners embrace a growth-mindset—acknowledging challenges and facing them without fear of failing and are actively engaged with their community and partners for continuous improvement.

Build your system foundation with proven principles in Leadership & Policy.
What are the outcomes of transformation?

An inclusive vision representing the aspirations of students, teachers, leaders, and the community

Strategic implementation plans and strategies that support the transition.

A positive system culture embracing change through a growth mindset.

Community partners and school stakeholders working together toward a common goal.

Great Examples
See examples of Leadership & Policy transformation from those that have done it around the world.

Learn More
This course focuses on Leadership & Policy aimed at school leaders looking to drive change in their schools.

Additional Resources
Class of 2030 Whitepaper
Leading Schools of 2030 Course
Educator Capacity Building Whitepaper
UNESCO Global Education Coalition

Empowering Leadership & Policy

Forms
Engage stakeholders to provide input to the vision.

Planner
A simple, visual way to organize teamwork.

Power BI
Continuous monitoring and analytics on outcomes.

Skype in the Classroom
Global community for virtual classroom activities.